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BLENDA BICYCLE STAND
Blenda Design

Blenda is a bicycle stand that can also create a sleek barrier. Bicycles can be securely fastened
to the upper portion, which provides spaces for locks to be attached. The wheel and frame of
the bicycle can be secured on either side. Blenda is an excellent choice for car parks where
bicycle parking is required or an attractive substitute for outdoor bicycle racks in commercial
areas. Blenda’s sleek, space-saving shape is an excellent alternative to outdoor bicycle racks in
commercial areas, car parks or urban courtyards. Available with integrated light.

Dimensions

Height: 90 cm
Top: 8x8 cm
Foot plate: 24x24 cm
Weight: 5,5 kg

Product number

Ö03-85M Blenda bicycle stand attachable.
Ö03-85GS Blenda Gris 2900 Sablé grey
Ö03-85-3 A start up fee for any color.
Ö03-85N Bicycle stand with foot plate
Ö03-86M Bicycle stand without holes attachable.
Ö03-86N Bicycle stand without holes with foot plate.
Ö03-85M/OL Bicycle stand for any color with a foot
plate.
Ö03-85N/OL Bicycle stand for any color with a foot
plate.
Ö03-85M/LIGHT Blenda Bicycle stand groundmounted with lightning
Ö03-85N/LIGHT Blenda Bicycle stand attachable
with lightning
Ö03-85D Driver (for 8 stands).

Assembly

Ground-mounted version delivered fully assembled.

Variants

Powder coated in black or grey. Can be obtained in
any color for a start up fee.
Blenda with light has a LED light on the 1,2 W (12 V)
that lights up the area of the attachment of the
bicycles. The light source can produce a light flow
176 lm and has a color temperature of 3000°K.

Materials

Powder coated aluminium. Standard colors are
black RAL 9005 or grey Gris 2900 Sablé.

Additional description number

M för ground-mounted
N för attachable
LIGHT for bollard with light.

Placement

Ground-mounted or attachable. Ground-mounted 35
cm into the soil. Mounting bolts for M12.

Maintenance

Maintenance-free

Character

Blenda bicycle stand has a sleek, space-saving
shape, and is available with integrated light.
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